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Abstract
A major threat to cloud infrastructure network is distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. It makes the resources unavailable for its anticipated users, which can be accomplished through malicious virtual machines (VMs) in a hypervisor layer of cloud datacenter. Less protection in VMs leads to DDoS attacks on cloud environment. Traditional approaches used data flow based method, but that is not efficient for attack detection in distributed cloud environment. In a cloud environment, malicious tenants use the cloud resources to initiate DDoS attacks at cloud datacenter level. This paper proposes a theoretical framework of entropy information theory based attack detection method, which is based on finding probability distribution of malicious VMs attributes to effectively address this issue.
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1. Introduction
Cloud Computing provides broad network access to distributed resources. The power of the cloud computing is resource sharing in a distributed environment across the virtual machines [1]. The cost for resource sharing generally depends upon the usage and demand. Therefore, cloud providers achieve better resource utilization through statistical multiplexing using on-demand computing model. The cloud users need not pay extra amount for resource over-provisioning by using dynamic scaling [2]. DDoS attacks have been a key challenge to the researchers and significant security issue to the cloud computing environment [3, 4]. DDoS attackers can send huge number of forged requests from many zombie computers to the cloud server for making cloud resource unavailable. DDoS attacker’s intention is to reduce the cloud server’s resource capacity and denial the resource to the legitimate users [5]. To instigate DDoS attacks, attackers take advantage of cloud datacenter vulnerabilities that resides in its VMs computation, storage, and network resources [6].

In information theory, entropy is a measure of the uncertainty related to a random variable, which is used to analyze the data and detect the attackers [7]. The VMs attributes are correlated to apply entropy information theory to detect the malicious users. VMs attributes are network usage, CPU usage, memory usage, and disk IO usage. Based on these attributes status pattern, this work proposes a novel framework for detecting DDoS attacks. Legal VMs reveal the similar status patterns and malicious VMs disclose the similar status patterns in a cloud server [8]. Using this technique, malicious VMs are identified and relevant attack behaviors are discovered by applying entropy information theory. This paper proposes a novel framework for DDoS attack detection in the cloud datacenter based on four tiers, namely cloud infrastructure, cloud infrastructure management, attack detection, and administrator management.

2. Mechanisms to address DDoS attacks
Chen et al. [9] designed a rule based detection mechanism against distributed denial of service attacks. This mechanism consists of two modules: detection and response, which identify the network traffic with suspicious behavior. Detection phase notices the flow aggregation with arrival rate to
identify overloading behavior. Response module has three parts to discard the malicious traffic; they are attackers, monitoring server, and victim host. The system performance analysis proves the following criteria: minimum cost to detect the attack traffic, reduce false positive and false negative rate, and maximum resource utilization. The main drawback of this mechanism combines threshold value which is not suitable for high-speed network.

VM profile based optimized network attack pattern detection scheme was proposed by Gupta et al. [10]. Proposed method works based on rule based and threshold based approach to detect DDoS attacks on cloud environment. It creates individual profiles for each VM and for all possible attack patterns (rule based) and classifies the network traffic from different VM’s in the cloud. Patterns on VM profile and threshold values can be checked for detecting spoofed packets. Pattern rules are the number of packets (N) and the repetition value of the pattern (M) used to gain the correct network behavior of a rule. The drawback of this method is not concentrating on other DDoS attack methods except the transmission control protocol (TCP) synchronization (SYN) flood attack.

Singh et al. [11] proposed threshold based approach to detect DDoS attack in cloud computing. In this approach, the normal behavior and abnormal behavior methods to detect DDoS attack were analyzed. Signature based and anomaly based DDoS mechanisms were introduced with the use of dynamic and multi threshold based algorithmic approach.

Shin et al. [12] designed a new probabilistic approach called advanced probabilistic approach for network intrusion (APAN) to forecast possible attacks. The techniques k-means clustering and Markov chain model are used to identify potential attacks. K-means clustering is used for classifying network states and Markov chain is for classifying probabilistic model. The network outlier factor is to determine incoming anomaly traffic and the proposed system tested with entropy of source IP, port addresses and destination IP, port addresses.

Ahmed et al. [13] discussed the types of network denial of service attacks and also classified the methods of security defenses, then compared each method. Challenges of cloud server prevention of DDoS attack have been clearly explained and solutions were given. Machine learning based DDoS attack detection and prevention mechanisms for cloud environment was mentioned and explained. They concluded that the cloud security is based on the three schemes detecting attacks, monitoring/identifying attack, and filtering to discard attack.

Prasad et al. [14] developed a framework using an entropy based approach to detect DDoS attacks. This has numerous hops prior to the victim and traces the source of attack by manipulating the entropy at each monitor in the threat monitoring system.

Jun et al. [15] proposed a methodology based on traffic volume and entropy of packet header fields which can together work and filter the malicious packets to detect DDoS attacks. Primarily traffic volume information is used for initial detection process and if the traffic volume exceeds the threshold value, then entropy technique is applied to discover the number of packets per second received from the suspicious flows.

Jeyanthi et al. [16] developed entropy based mechanism to detect and discriminate DDoS attacks from flash events approach. The entropy based approach is well suited for differentiating legal users and attackers. This work validated the usefulness of the entropy based DDoS flash crowds.

3.Novel framework for DDoS attack detection

The enhanced entropy based threshold technique (EEB-TT) DDoS attack detection system is proposed in this work, which is divided into four tiers that are cloud infrastructure tier, cloud infrastructure management tier, attack detection tier, and cloud administrator management tier. Cloud Infrastructure tier is the essential to offer cloud services to the users and it is monitored by administrators. Cloud infrastructure management tier oversees the VMs management, system image management, and cloud network management. Core part of the detection system is attack detection tier, which enables the EEB-TT algorithm to detect the malicious VMs in an efficient manner. Administrator management tier supervises the cloud network administrators and it is responsible for providing Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for cloud tenant and virtual machine management. The overall framework of the proposed work is shown in Figure 1.

Attack detection tier is divided into three modules namely, VM status gathering modules, namely, attack identify module, and cloud control module. Initially, in VM status gathering module, the attributes are
CPU usage, IO usage, Memory usage, and network throughput. These attributes, details are gathered and stored in the VM status database. Cloud infrastructure management tier consists of log audit module and VM status database communicates with the log audit module through standard remote procedure call interface. In order to filter out the idle VMs, each and every VMs status is retrieved from log audit module and check whether the VMs IO, CPU usage, Memory usage, and Network throughput are low, then discard those VMs status and store rest of the VMs status into the VMs status database. In Figure 2, the flow for VM status gathering is depicted.

Second module named as attack identify module, query the VMs status from the VMs status database and applies proposed entropy detection algorithm called enhanced entropy based threshold algorithm (EEB-TA) to calculate the entropy value for cloud datacenter. This module preserves entropy queue for dynamically update the entropy value in the entropy queue by replacing the entropy value when the latest entropy comes in, the oldest entropy leaves the queue. The entropy queue plays a role of slide window and verifies the distribution of entropy variables. Set the dynamic threshold value to discard the malicious VMs and based on the entropy value in the slide window dynamically change the threshold value for attack detection efficiency. To detect DDoS attack, check the entropy value in the slide window, if the entropy value is less than the threshold value, then it will be considered as a legitimate VM otherwise it will be considered as malicious VM. The attack detection result is reported to the cloud control module. This is shown in Figure 3.

The algorithm for our proposed framework is as given below.

**Algorithm:**

**Input:** VM Resources  
**Output:** Classify VM as legal or malicious

// VM status gathering
Step 1: Gather virtual machine Status  
Step 2: Retrieve resources from the virtual machine database  
Step 3: Store the resources in the virtual machine status database  
Step 4: Check whether the VM is Idle  
   Go to step 5  
   Else  
   Go to step 7  
Step 5: VM is identified Idle

// Attack identification
Step 6: Ignore the VM  
Step 7: Store the detail of active VM in VM database

Step 8: Retrieve the active VM resources from VM database  
Step 9: Apply entropy detection algorithm to find the entropy value  
Step 10: Store entropy value in entropy queue  
Step 11: Check if entropy value is greater than the threshold value  
   Go to Step 12  
   Else  
   Go to Step 14.  
Step 12: Identified as the attacker  
Step 13: The attacker information is stored  
Step 14: User is legal.  
Step 15: Legal user detail is stored in the cloud datacenter.

// Cloud controller
Step 16: Retrieve attack information.  
Step 17: Retrieve the entropy value of the attacker.  
Step 18: Apply administration policies to store the entropy value.  
Step 19: Store the detail in the admin database  
Step 20: Process is stopped

Finally, cloud control module exploits based on the results obtained from entropy detection. This module retrieves the detection result from the attack identify module and it applies administrative policies based on the obtained results. All the communications are persuaded through remote procedure call (RPC) presented by cloud infrastructure tier. Finally, it reports the detection result to the administrator management tier as shown in Figure 4.

4. Conclusion and future work
DDoS attacks detection techniques which are available today has a number of drawbacks. Detecting such kind of attack threats at earlier stage improve the resource availability. Hence, this paper proposed an EEB-TT framework for detecting DDoS attacks on cloud environment. This paper studied the possibility of DDoS attack using information entropy to discover the attack with the idea of similarity among VMs status patterns. The proposed EEB-TT framework is a technique which detects DDoS attacks and directs the cloud datacenters to distribute the workload among different VMs equally by applying information entropy. The future direction of this work is experimenting the same framework in the cloud environment and observe whether the
results obtain can satisfy the requirement to secure the Cloud in order to increase the resource availability.
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Figure 1 Overall architecture for EEB-TT
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